
Cast: Jody Daniels, Leslie McRae, Tom Pace

Summary: Crime melodrama with music set chiefly in contemporary Los Angeles. While traveling cross-country to visit his sister Joanie, young hood Buz Nichols (Pace) picks up Michele Casey (McRae), an aspiring dancer, and Critter Jones (Daniels), a draft-dodging motorcyclist. In Hollywood, Bud introduces Casey to his sister, a go-go dancer, who arranges for Michele's audition with Leo McCabe, her drug dealing boss, who wants to replace Joanie, an addict, with fresh talent. Critter, working as a janitor at the club, learns Buz and another hoodlum have murdered an old man and stolen $100,000 worth of drugs. McCabe, Buz and Narty, bouncer at the club, threaten Critter and Michele, but Critter outfights them and calls the police. Newlyweds Critter and Michele hitchhike back to Critter's induction center so he can report for the draft.
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